Get updated on the latest announcements for grants, funding and residencies focusing on cross cultural exchange between Asia and Europe.

**OPPORTUNITIES**

ALL RESIDENCIES

OPEN CALLS

JOBS

GRANTS

**DEADLINE** 30 JUL 2021

**Art Schools of Asia - online seminar and conference series**

**DEADLINE** 31 JUL 2021

**Musicboard Berlin - Nusasonic | tandem residency for Singapore & Berlin musicians**

**DEADLINE** 31 JUL 2021

**Jérôme Bel international call to choreographers**

**DEADLINE** 31 JUL 2021

**Solo International Performing Arts festival SIPA 2021 - open call**

**DEADLINE** 31 JUL 2021

**Spain | Technarte International Conference on Art and Technology 2021 - call for papers**

**DEADLINE** 31 JUL 2021

**Sustainable Dialogues 2021: call to young museum/heritage professionals (Russia & Netherlands)**

**DEADLINE** 31 JUL 2021

**BKK DOC 2021 Bangkok International Documentary Awards - Visions on Asia**

**DEADLINE** 31 JUL 2021

**2021 UNESCO Asia-Pacific Awards for Cultural Heritage Conservation**

**DEADLINE** 01 AUG 2021

**Switzerland | Weltformat Graphic Design Festival - Representing Generation Z call**
UK-Russia Creative Bridge | grants call

UNESCO-Bangladesh Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib International Prize for the Creative Economy - nominations call

Hamburg | MARKK museum 'Archive of Experiences' residency call

GRANTS
RUSSIAN FEDERATION UNITED KINGDOM

OPEN CALLS
BANGLADESH INTERNATIONAL

RESIDENCIES
GERMANY INTERNATIONAL

Making Matters X Levi’s Digital Residency

SAAI Factory - call for AI proposals for hackathon on art and AI

Austria | Styria Artist in Residence Scholarships (St.AiR) 2022

OPEN CALLS
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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